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SAFELAB
National culture and safety in laboratories

A start-up programme towards understanding the multicultural workplace.

Dick Hoeneveld, Delft University of Technology

Is there a problem?  
Over the last decades the influx of foreign 

knowledge workers into Europe and the US has 

increased, leading to laboratories being populated 

by scientists with different cultural backgrounds. 

This change in heterogeneity of population adds to 

improved resilience and thinking power. 

Literature states however that multicultural teams 

can be more unsafe than mono-cultural ones 

(Benton, 2005). However, changed accidents 

patterns are not noticed on a single institute level 

because of low incident rates in research labs. 

Identification is troubled by the small numbers 

problem.

Anticipated results  
•   Establishment of a network for safety science. 

•   Development of a theoretical framework and an 

overall research programme. 

•   Collection of accident data from different 

universities, pooling, pattern recognition and 

analyses.

•   Uniting multidisciplinary teams of safety scientists, 

researchers on the built environment and industrial 

designers. 

•   Exploration of culture dimensions in the (a) man-

machine relation, (b) man in built environment and 

(c) man-man relation.

 •  Advice on improved lab-safety design.  

•   In the long term SAFELAB will lead to the 

improvement and harmonization of the safety 

standard of laboratories. 

Can we solve it? 
The SAFELAB programme aims to unite 

knowledge of scientific disciplines to 

develop: 

•    a knowledge domain on ‘Safety in 

Laboratories’

•   in particular explore the influence of 

(national) cultural aspects on safety 

based on the Hofstede study on Cultures 

Consequences (2001).

 The impact of this programme will facilitate 

and support the scientist of the future. This  

fits into EU/US ambition to improve their 

markets for highly skilled workers.

The Global Village

•   12.5% migrants within OECD countries (2.3% 

increase over past 10 years). International 

Migration Outlook OECD 2013

•   USA: 33% PhD and 47% MSc in Science & 

Engineering from abroad, US NSF 2004

•   Delft University 2013: over 70% PhD of 

foreign origin (100% increase from 2003) 

Feedback from the Field

•   ‘Foreign students of which we do not know 

their practical skills’

•   ‘We have a feeling that foreign students are 

involved in accidents more frequently’

•   ‘He always says yes even when he doesn’t 

understands at all’

•   ‘Our safety management fails in the new 

situation’

Aim

•  Form consortium of safety scientists 

•   Unite knowledge of scientific disciplines

•   Pool accident data

•   Explore the influence of national cultural 

on safety

•   Develop a knowledge domain of 
‘Safety in Laboratories’

•   Improve laboratory safety for the 
scientist of the futurelaboratory safety 

for the scientist of the future.

Uncertainty avoidance world Map
www.gertjanhofstede.com

Power distance world Map
www.gertjanhofstede.com
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MACHINE
•  ‘We prepare ourselves for safety’
•   Countries: German-speaking, Finland, Israel
•  Organization (Mintzberg): standardize

PYRAMID
•   ‘I listen to the person in hierachy above me’
•  Countries: Latin, Mediterranean, Islamic, Japan
•  Pulls (Mintzerg): centralize

MARKET
•   ‘In this lab we make democratic decisions’
•   Countries: Anglo, Scandinavian, Netherlands
•  Pulls (Mintzerg): professionalize

FAMILY
•   ‘The organisation is taking care of our safety’
•   Countries: China, India 
•  Pulls (Mintzerg): collaborate

CLASSIFYING ORGANISATIONS
with Hofstede (2001) and Mintzberg (1993)
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